
XBOX 360 Instructions 

Thank you for your recent purchase from Controller Chaos! Please be sure to read the instructions thoroughly and watch 
the video located at the link below before contacting customer service.  

Strongly Recommend:  Video instructions please visit the following page: 
http://www.controllerchaos.com/instructions.html 

To sync your controller to your Xbox press and hold the sync button for 2 seconds then press the sync button located on your Xbox, 
both lights on the controller and Xbox should be spinning at the same time. When the controller is successfully synced player 1 LED 
will light up and stay solid. When you tap the sync button it will change the modes for the rapid fire mod. If you hold the sync and 
don’t just tap the sync the controller will disconnect from the Xbox. 
 
Tap the sync button once for Mode 1. Tap the sync again for mode 2 and so on through mode 5. 
 
Pre-set Modes:  
Mode 1 - Call of Duty 4 (Fastest Mode) 
Mode 2 (Both triggers) - COD Games: Akimbo Mode, Left 4 Dead or Halo 3, Halo ODST  *Player 3rd & 4th LEDs will turn red 
Mode 3 - COD: Black Ops/Call of Duty 5/Call of Duty 4  *If the FNFAL locks/freezes up use the adjustable mode at speed setting 85. 
Mode 4 - Gears of War series  
Mode 5 (Advanced Users) = Right trigger - Fully adjustable mode. Universal mode (works with most shooter games). 

Mode 5 is an advanced programmable mode. To program this mode, tap the sync until you’re in mode 5 then, hold the right trigger 
down and tap the sync one time.  The red LED in player 2 position will light up. Then, hit the left trigger to go faster, right trigger to 
go slower. If you count the number of times the LEDs blink this will give your current setting. Player 3 LED is times 10, and player 4 
LED is times 1. Once desired speed is found tap sync to save your settings.  Example: If 3rd player led blinks 3 times this equals 30. If 
4th player led blinks 8 times this is 8. This controller would be set at 38 speed setting. *The best way to set mode 5 is find the speed 
setting where the gun jams, locks up, or freezes and adjust the speed down from there.  The guns will only allow you to shoot as fast 
as the game cap will allow. When the gun is jammed or frozen this means you have hit the game cap for that specific gun. All the 
guns have different caps. The pistols will allow faster speeds then the semi autos. **Black Ops speed setting works best set at 85. 

Add-On Mods: 

These are an extra add-on to the standard 5 mode rapid fire controllers. Add-ons only work with COD games. 

Jitter Mode (Call of Duty) - To use jitter mode press the extra button located underneath the controller.  When this button is 
pressed you will fire in jitter mode. We suggest that you turn all other rapid fire modes off. Jitter only works with 3 burst weapons 
*Black Ops – Press button on back first then pull trigger   

Drop Shot (Call of Duty) - To use drop shot mod press the extra button located underneath the controller.  When this button is 
pressed you will drop to the ground and shoot in rapid fire mode. We suggest that you turning all other rapid fire modes off while 
using drop shot. *Black Ops – Rapid Fire must be on. 

Fast Reload (Call of Duty) – To use fast reload, press and hold down Y and tap the switch underneath the controller. This will turn on 
the fast reload. When fast reload is on you will see the 3rd player LED light up red.  Fast reload has 4 modes, to change modes hold 
down the switch underneath the controller and hold Y. If you added the on/off switch to your controller, you will use the same 
switch but without holding any other buttons. *Black Ops – Mode 4 works best 

Active Reload (Gears of War)- To use active reload, press and hold down right bumper and tap the switch underneath the controller. 
This will turn on the active reload. When active reload is on you will see the 3rd player LED light up red.  Active reload has 4 modes, 
to change modes hold down the switch underneath the controller and press and hold right bumper. If you added the on/off switch 
to your controller, you will use the same switch but without holding any other buttons.*GOW3 – Mode 3 works best for most guns. 
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